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learn the meaning and usage of the idiom in of the order of which means
approximately or around a specified number see examples of this phrase in
sentences from various sources the order of the day noun phrase a
characteristic or activity that is common during a particular period of time or
in a particular situation see the full definition order of is contained in 12
matches in merriam webster dictionary learn definitions uses and phrases with
order of in the uk the idiom is of the order of at least in the example quoted
of the order of 100kg in the order of specifies a sequence and on the order of
specifies who made an edict odo entry of the order of approximately having the
order of magnitude specified by the order of operations is the rule that tells
us the sequence in which we should solve an expression with multiple operations
a way to remember that order is pemdas each letter in pemdas stands for a
mathematical operation begin here add three whole numbers add 3 numbers in any
order game play addition properties the meaning of order is to put in order
arrange how to use order in a sentence synonym discussion of order in of the
order of sth phrase you use in the order of or of the order of when mentioning
an approximate figure they borrowed something in the order of 10 million at
other times the discrepancy was of the order of 20 see full dictionary entry
for order collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary of the order of
definition in american english collins english dictionary english dictionary
thesaurus sentences grammar definition of of the order of of the order of in
british english or in the order of having an approximately specified size or
quantity see full dictionary entry for order collins english dictionary on the
order of definition meaning dictionary com view synonyms for on the order of on
the order of approximately as in we need on the order of three cases of wine
for the reception like of a kind similar to as in their house is on the order
of a colonial saltbox c 1900 recommended videos powered by anyclip the phrases
of the order of on the order of and in the order of are wordy substitutes for
approximately or about and should be used sparingly police are searching for an
object with a length in not of the order of centimetres not metres the speed of
the aircraft was about not on the order of 600 km h when the alarm sounded
order of mass in the roman rite the mass is made up of two principal parts the
liturgy of the word and the liturgy of the eucharist it begins with the
introductory rites and ends with the concluding rites basic definition of by
order of the phrase by order of is used to convey that a particular action or
instruction has been mandated or directed by someone in a position of authority
it implies that the person issuing the order has the power and jurisdiction to
do so 2 answers sorted by 1 most likely the writer intended or more correctly
would have used on the order of this is an expression derived from the
mathematical term order of magnitude meaning by the same factor of ten on the
order of is often used less precisely to just mean approximately share improve
this answer in mathematics and computer programming the order of operations is
a collection of rules that reflect conventions about which operations to
perform first in order to evaluate a given mathematical expression these rules
are formalized with a ranking of the operations magic monsters and midterms at
belgrave university college freshman jack morton joins a fabled secret society
where he s thrust into a dangerous game 1 verb if a person in authority orders
someone to do something they tell them to do it williams ordered him to leave
verb noun to infinitive he ordered the women out of the car verb noun
preposition adverb let him go he ordered verb with quote go up to your room now
he ordered him verb noun with quote the way in which people or things are
arranged either in relation to one another or according to a particular
characteristic the children lined up in order of age height i can t find the
file i need because they re all out of order they are no longer arranged in the
correct way put the files in alphabetical chronological order netflix here s
everything you need to know about the order season three the order season 3
release date when will it air season three of the order s fate was left hanging
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in the air but a resembling to some extent like i would like a dress on the
order of the one in the window b approximately about on the order of 100 000
people attended the rally see full dictionary entry for order most material
2005 1997 1991 by penguin random house llc the order is a horror drama
television series created by dennis heaton that ran for two seasons streaming
on netflix it was written by heaton shelley eriksen rachel langer jennica
harper penny gummerson and jason filiatrault the series premiered on netflix on
march 7 2019 1 the order of the dragon latin societas draconistarum literally
society of the dragonists was a monarchical chivalric order only for selected
higher aristocracy and monarchs 1 founded in 1408 by sigismund of luxembourg
who was then king of hungary and croatia r 1387 1437 and later became holy
roman emperor r 1433 1437
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in of the order of definition meaning merriam webster Mar 29 2024 learn the
meaning and usage of the idiom in of the order of which means approximately or
around a specified number see examples of this phrase in sentences from various
sources
order of definition meaning merriam webster Feb 28 2024 the order of the day
noun phrase a characteristic or activity that is common during a particular
period of time or in a particular situation see the full definition order of is
contained in 12 matches in merriam webster dictionary learn definitions uses
and phrases with order of
prepositions something is of in the order of english Jan 27 2024 in the uk the
idiom is of the order of at least in the example quoted of the order of 100kg
in the order of specifies a sequence and on the order of specifies who made an
edict odo entry of the order of approximately having the order of magnitude
specified by
what is order of operations definition rules examples facts Dec 26 2023 the
order of operations is the rule that tells us the sequence in which we should
solve an expression with multiple operations a way to remember that order is
pemdas each letter in pemdas stands for a mathematical operation begin here add
three whole numbers add 3 numbers in any order game play addition properties
order definition meaning merriam webster Nov 25 2023 the meaning of order is to
put in order arrange how to use order in a sentence synonym discussion of order
in of the order of sth definition and meaning collins Oct 24 2023 in of the
order of sth phrase you use in the order of or of the order of when mentioning
an approximate figure they borrowed something in the order of 10 million at
other times the discrepancy was of the order of 20 see full dictionary entry
for order collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary
of the order of definition in american english collins Sep 23 2023 of the order
of definition in american english collins english dictionary english dictionary
thesaurus sentences grammar definition of of the order of of the order of in
british english or in the order of having an approximately specified size or
quantity see full dictionary entry for order collins english dictionary
on the order of definition meaning dictionary com Aug 22 2023 on the order of
definition meaning dictionary com view synonyms for on the order of on the
order of approximately as in we need on the order of three cases of wine for
the reception like of a kind similar to as in their house is on the order of a
colonial saltbox c 1900 recommended videos powered by anyclip
order in the order of of the order of on the order of Jul 21 2023 the phrases
of the order of on the order of and in the order of are wordy substitutes for
approximately or about and should be used sparingly police are searching for an
object with a length in not of the order of centimetres not metres the speed of
the aircraft was about not on the order of 600 km h when the alarm sounded
order of mass usccb Jun 20 2023 order of mass in the roman rite the mass is
made up of two principal parts the liturgy of the word and the liturgy of the
eucharist it begins with the introductory rites and ends with the concluding
rites
how to use by order of in a sentence diving deeper May 19 2023 basic definition
of by order of the phrase by order of is used to convey that a particular
action or instruction has been mandated or directed by someone in a position of
authority it implies that the person issuing the order has the power and
jurisdiction to do so
meaning in context what does order mean in to the order Apr 18 2023 2 answers
sorted by 1 most likely the writer intended or more correctly would have used
on the order of this is an expression derived from the mathematical term order
of magnitude meaning by the same factor of ten on the order of is often used
less precisely to just mean approximately share improve this answer
order of operations wikipedia Mar 17 2023 in mathematics and computer
programming the order of operations is a collection of rules that reflect
conventions about which operations to perform first in order to evaluate a
given mathematical expression these rules are formalized with a ranking of the
operations
the order season 1 official trailer hd netflix youtube Feb 16 2023 magic
monsters and midterms at belgrave university college freshman jack morton joins
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a fabled secret society where he s thrust into a dangerous game
order definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 15 2023 1 verb if a
person in authority orders someone to do something they tell them to do it
williams ordered him to leave verb noun to infinitive he ordered the women out
of the car verb noun preposition adverb let him go he ordered verb with quote
go up to your room now he ordered him verb noun with quote
order english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 14 2022 the way in which people
or things are arranged either in relation to one another or according to a
particular characteristic the children lined up in order of age height i can t
find the file i need because they re all out of order they are no longer
arranged in the correct way put the files in alphabetical chronological order
the order season 3 release date cast and more digital spy Nov 13 2022 netflix
here s everything you need to know about the order season three the order
season 3 release date when will it air season three of the order s fate was
left hanging in the air but
on the order of definition and meaning collins english Oct 12 2022 a resembling
to some extent like i would like a dress on the order of the one in the window
b approximately about on the order of 100 000 people attended the rally see
full dictionary entry for order most material 2005 1997 1991 by penguin random
house llc
the order tv series wikipedia Sep 11 2022 the order is a horror drama
television series created by dennis heaton that ran for two seasons streaming
on netflix it was written by heaton shelley eriksen rachel langer jennica
harper penny gummerson and jason filiatrault the series premiered on netflix on
march 7 2019 1
order of the dragon wikipedia Aug 10 2022 the order of the dragon latin
societas draconistarum literally society of the dragonists was a monarchical
chivalric order only for selected higher aristocracy and monarchs 1 founded in
1408 by sigismund of luxembourg who was then king of hungary and croatia r 1387
1437 and later became holy roman emperor r 1433 1437
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